PMC Terra Floor 15mm Overlay
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PMC Terra Floor Overlay
15mm PMC Terra Floor Overlay

Ground and Polished
and/or just Polished
Finish

total thickness

Granolithic (Structural) Screed
and/or Structural Concrete - minimum 25 Mpa
NOTE: 50mm thickness generally be allowed for the granolithic screed &
PMC overlay

PMC TERRA FLOOR OVERLAY SPECIFICATION

Definition of a ground and polished PMC
(Polymer Modified Concrete)
Terra Floor Overlay
A ground & polished Terra Floor Overlay is a special engineered, cement based,
polymer modified concrete overlay with a minimum
compressive strength of at least 35 MPa.
The overlay can be placed at a minimum thickness of 10mm and can
be increased to a maximum thickness of up to 20mm.
This overlay is a semi-selflevelling cementitious product.

Substrate and Surface Preparation
The surface under laying the PMC Terra Floor Overlay must be of solid insitu
concrete and or a Granolithic (structural) screed, with a minimum compressive
strength of 25 MPa.
The most critical factor when covering concrete with an overlay, is to prepare the
substrate properly. The PMC Terra Floor Overlay is designed to adhere to existing
concrete. The overlay must have a clean, solid base to hold onto. Overlooking the
prep work, or not doing the job thoroughly, is the most common cause of overlay
delamination and failure.
The surface preparation would include the following:
Cleaning the concrete to remove all substances that could reduce the ability of the
overlay to bond, such as dirt, oil and grease.
Removing any unsound concrete down to solid concrete.
Filling active cracks so they don't mirror through to the overlay. Typically any cracks
equal to or wider than the thickness of a credit card will require repair.
Profiling or roughening the concrete surface to improve the "grip" of the overlay, by
using a machine that mechanically abrades the concrete, such as a grinder and/or
a scarifier, is one of the most effective ways to prepare concrete substrates for
resurfacing. These types of equipment not only removes most contaminants and
unsound concrete, it will also leave behind a roughened surface profile.

Scarify Surface

Profiling, or roughening, the concrete surface

Scarifier

15mm PMC Terra Floor direct on solid In-Situ
concrete
Calculation of maximum length between expansion joints
Surface of concrete to be ± 5mm
tolerance over 3m straight edge.
15mm PMC Terra Floor Overlay

15mm
Total thickness of
bonded slab = d

Solid In-Situ Concrete Slab

Suspended
or
Surface bed

Concrete slab
thickness by
Engineer = d1

maximum length of panel size = 30 times the total thickness (d)
Example : If d1 = 100mm
Meaning d = 100 + 15mm = 115mm
Maximum length of panel size = 30 x 115mm = 3450mm
Note: The length of the shorter side of the panel must not be less than the maximum length divided by 1.5

15mm PMC Terra Floor direct on a granolithic
screed (structural)
Calculation of maximum length between expansion joints
15mm PMC Terra Floor Overlay

15mm

Granolithic structural screed
Total thickness of
bonded slab = d

Solid In-Situ Concrete Slab

40-50mm

Suspended
or
Surface bed

Concrete slab
thickness by
Engineer = d1

maximum length of panel size = 30 times the total thickness (d)
Example : If d1 = 100mm
Meaning d = 100 + 40 + 15mm = 155mm
Maximum length of panel size = 30 x 155mm = 4650mm
Note: The length of the shorter side of the panel must not be less than the maximum length divided by 1.5

Panel sizes when placing a PMC
Terra Floor Overlay
The design and layout of the concrete floor must allow for expansion joints.
The maximum panel size must not exceed 30 times the total floor thickness. For example, for a 100mm
thick floor slab, the maximum length of the longest side of a panel must not exceed
30x100mm = 3000mm = 3m
Always respect the length/width ratio of the sides of the panels, meaning that the longest side of the panel
must not be more than 1.5 times the shorter side of the panel.
Joints can be created by installing aluminum or brass profiles prior to the casting of the overlay,
or it can be cut into the floor afterwards.
The concrete overlay must reach a compressive strength of at least 25 MPa before grinding can
commence.

Width

Length

Typical Double Joint

Typical Single Joint

Position of joints
4000mm

Joint

Ref Mesh

Type of joint Construction

Joint

3000mm

6000mm

Joint

8000mm

L/W Ratio=4000/3000=1.33
1.33 less than 1.5….approved

Total thickness d = 150mm
Meaning maximum spacing = 4500mm

Position of joints
4000mm

Cut Joint

Ref Mesh

Type of joint Construction

Joint
6000mm

3000mm

Joint

8000mm

L/W Ratio=3000/2000=1.500
1.5 equal or less than 1.5….approved

Total thickness d = 120mm
Meaning maximum spacing = 3600mm

Preparation before casting a PMC Terra Floor

Install joints after the surface was roughened

Clean area and remove all dust

Remove any spills from floor

Clean area and remove all dust

Casting the PMC Terra Floor Overlay

Protect all items that might be damaged

Carefully mix the Terra Floor with proper equipment

Wet the insitu concrete surface

Place the PMC Terra Floor

Typical PMC Terra Floor Installation

PMC Terra Floor Overlay

Joints can be created by installing
aluminium or brass profiles
15mm
Granolithic (Structural) Screed
and or Structural Concrete of min 25 Mpa

5 Stage Concrete Grinding and Polishing
PMC Terra Floor
Must be power floated
2-3mm

1st Stage light expose the aggregate

2nd

Grinding

1st Polishing

2nd Polishing

3rd Polishing

1. Concrete needs to be at least 25 Mpa
2. Concrete needs to be placed by an expert Concrete Placing Contractor

4mm

Polished Finish

Non-slip Sealer as Finish

Ground and Polished Finish

Mosaic inlay

Typical Under Floor Heating Installation

Underside of Plastic UFH Knots plate

Typical Mushroom that hold the pipes and bond to the concrete

Concrete casted on UFH system. Please note Ref 193 mesh

Concrete floors deserve not being taken for
granted.

World of Decorative Concrete
will make you really appreciate the advantages of
having concrete as an exposed floor surface.
Dirty, grey floors are transformed into brilliant, easy
to clean, environmentally friendly and durable
floors.
It simply requires a small shift in attitude and
thought.
Contact: Johan Coetzee 083 261 8778
Yours in ‘Concrete with Soul’
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